Graphology Test
By
Joel Engel

Graphologists are well aware of the controversy that exists regarding the validity of graphology. In a New York Times article, entitled: "What Your Handwriting Says About Your Career," Philip Muskin, a professor of clinical psychiatry at Columbia Medical Center, says he thinks that handwriting analysis can help him gain insight into his patients, and he hopes to use it with them one day. "It's shocking that writing a sentence could reveal character traits," Dr. Muskin said.

In advancing this insight, I present the following test, with the understanding that this will illustrate 'there is something in it.' You be the judge. Please consider the answers and notes.

1) Who is warmer A__ or B__?

2) Who is more materialistic A__ or B__?
3) Who has the bigger temper A__ or B__?

A

Right against sympathy in

Night

B

Potentiality

4) Who is the perfectionist A__ or B__?

A

technology for Windows

B

Hi Julie

5) Who is depressed A__ or B__?

B

Civilization means refinement. It means getting away from

bad habits by good ones. The savage condition of man

without restraint is intolerable. Civilisation is the

Curse over a depression...
6) Who is impatient A__ or B__?

```
for getting that freestyle loc
or for making an art journal
look like you actually wrote it

If you can't be there in person,
send a letter.
And if you have trouble finding
the time, let us help you!
```

7) Who is direct A__ or B__?

```
I just finished a day of campaigning
here in Iowa, and things are going
great. I asked David, my campaign

Enclosed is a
for the basic but
handwritten daily
```

8) Who is generous A__ or B__?

```
Thank you for

I said: "Is it good, friend?"
```
9) Who is relaxed A__ or B__?

A: My mother is nice
B: He makes me. Some names pl.

10) Who is the murderer A__ or B__?

A: April 20, 1966
B: Thomas Cochran

11) Who wants to be the center of attention A__ or B__?

A: Jill,
   Thanks again in
   Sincerely,

B: [Signature]
12) Who is shy A__ or B__?

13) Two children both under the age of six drew these pictures. One is brilliant A__ or B__?

14) Who is quicker A__ or B__?
15) One of these people is a really ‘nice person.’ Which do you think would make the better friend A__ or B__?

16) These two women signed their married names. One of them is even more proud of her husband than of herself A__ or B__?

Answers:

1. A. The writing leans rightward, toward people, B is cool, ‘neutral.’
2. B. The lower (‘physical’) zone is inflated
3. A. The ‘t’ bars are flying (rightward) off their handles
4. A. The ‘t’ bar and ‘i’ dots are exactly placed; the overall writing is precise
5. A. The base line descends
6. B. As the lines descend, the margin moves rightward—can’t wait to get to the end!
7. A. No initial letter has a beginning stroke (President Obama’s handwriting)
8. A. The end strokes of the words extend rightward (‘giving to the other person’)
9. A. This ‘garland’ writing is round, ‘hassle-free,’ the easiest type of writing to jot down. (B is angular, rigid and inflexible)
10. B. This writing is smeary (technically called ‘pastose’) and excessively heavy pressured. Can become uncontrollable.
11. A. The writing is (obviously) ostentatious
12. A. The capital letters (which reflect self-image) are narrow compared to the rest of the writing.
13. B. At this age, only bright children draw triangles.
14. A. The ‘i’ dot and ‘t’ bar are written ahead (rightward)
15. B. The writing leans rightward (friendly) and the last letters extend rightward (sympathetic). A is leftward and has no last letters that extend rightward-selfish!
16. A. When a woman signs her married name, she reveals her regard for herself and her husband. The first name is how she ‘views’ herself, the name she acquired reflects the image she has of her husband. A’s ‘last’ name is proportionately larger than her given name. B’s is similar.

For more information, please visit http://www.learnagraphology.com